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[WARNING: ATTACHMENT(S) MAY CONTAIN MALWARE]Texts for Mon, 12.12., feat.
Ricardo Spindola Diniz

Gwinyai Machona <machona@rewi.hu-berlin.de>
Ter, 06/12/2022 17:17

Para: Ricardo SPINDOLA DINIZ <ricardo.spindola@uni.lu>
Cc: mitarbeiter.dann@rewi.hu-berlin.de <mitarbeiter.dann@rewi.hu-
berlin.de>;jahnavi.sindhu16@gmail.com <jahnavi.sindhu16@gmail.com>;vikram.a.narayan@gmail.com
<vikram.a.narayan@gmail.com>;agandhi@jgu.edu.in <agandhi@jgu.edu.in>;a.brueggemann@posteo.de
<a.brueggemann@posteo.de>;mio.trapp@gmx.de <mio.trapp@gmx.de>;guneetahuja04@gmail.com
<guneetahuja04@gmail.com>;jonathan.franz@hotmail.de
<jonathan.franz@hotmail.de>;mb@verfassungsblog.de
<mb@verfassungsblog.de>;aparnachandra@gmail.com
<aparnachandra@gmail.com>;aparnachandra@nls.ac.in <aparnachandra@nls.ac.in>;Valentin Weigel
<valentin.weigel@hu-berlin.de>

3 anexos (2 MB)
Spindola Diniz, The book of judges Preliminary Table of Contents.docx; Spindola Diniz, Chapter 1 Acts of providence 03 12
2022.docx; Pihlajamäki, Merging Comparative Law and Legal History - Towards an Integrated Discipline.pdf;

Dear all,

as indicated last week, next week we are having a guest, Ricardo Spindola
Diniz from Brazil, based in Luxembourg/Osnabrück. He was a fellow
participant in the Summer Academy of Max-Planck-Institute for Legal
History and Legal Theory and I am glad to introduce him and his work.

Ricardo Spindola Diniz is a PhD candidate at the University of Luxembourg.
The (preliminary) title of his thesis is: "The book of judges:
reoccupation, religion, and constitutional adjudication at the origins of
the US Supreme Court (1789-1935) and the German Federal Constitutional
Court (1951-1969)".

For next week, the suggestion is to read the Introduction, Part 3 (pp.
20-38) and the concluding remarks (p. 47) of the draft attached. Attached
you can also find a preliminary table of contents of the project as
envisioned now.

Further, we would propose as a general reading: Heikki Pihlajamäki,
Merging Comparative Law and Legal History: Towards an Integrated
Discipline, American Journal of Comparative Law, Volume 66, Issue 4,
December 2018, Pages 733–750 (also attached).

We believe that this piece speaks to a lot if not all projects in our
round to certain degrees. But as the format was a little unclear as of
now/if anyone else is presenting their work in the other half of the
session, then obviously this piece would just be a recommendation to be
discussed some other time.

...or over Glühwein after the session. Since we would also like to invite
all of you to join us at 5pm on Gendarmenmarkt for a drink or two, with
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also the potential to look out for some place to have dinner after.

Looking forward to the session! Many thanks also on behalf of Ricardo
Spindola Diniz.

Best regards,
Gwinyai Machona

--
Gwinyai Machona
Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Lehrstuhl für Öffentliches Recht und Rechtsvergleichung

Unter den Linden 9
Altes Palais, Raum 419
https://www.rewi.hu-berlin.de/de/lf/ls/dnn/staff/gwinyai-machona
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